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Current volatile market conditions and increasing interest rates are causing defined-benefit plan

administrators and sponsors to consider purchasing annuity contracts (often called “terminal

funding annuities”) to fund retiree benefits. Since defined-benefit plans (including cash balance

plans) guarantee benefits to employees without regard to actual market returns, plan sponsor

financial burdens increase when investments lose value. In addition, increasing interest rates

generally make annuities more affordable and attractive. Thus, annuity providers are now reaching

out to defined-benefit plans and vice versa.

Defined-benefit plan administrators and sponsors can shift (i.e., eliminate) the risk for providing

benefits onto an annuity provider for defined-benefit plan participants whose benefits are certain. In

addition to former employees, this includes active employees in terminating and frozen plans that

intend to terminate.

Defined-benefit plan administrators and sponsors will provide benefits data to potential annuity

providers who will calculate the cost to purchase terminal funding annuities. Defined-benefit plan

sponsors will largely base decisions on a comparison of the lump-sum cost to purchase the annuity

to eliminate future financial risk with the likely or projected cost of continuing to make defined-

benefit plan contributions.

Defined-benefit plan advisers and ERISA attorneys can help sponsors and administrators satisfy

fiduciary obligations in selecting annuity providers and negotiating the final terms of the agreement

between the parties. For example, the plan administrator should approve the use of defined-benefit

plan assets to purchase an annuity, and since certain ERISA liabilities are shifting to the annuity

provider, selecting an annuity provider is a fiduciary decision. The Department of Labor issued
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guidance on the proper selection of annuity providers to mitigate the risk that a provider may default

on its commitments under the terminal funding annuity.

Defined-benefit plan advisers, including the investment adviser and actuary, also can assist by, at a

minimum, offering recommendations about fair investment earnings assumptions to use for the

actuarial assessment of the likely cost to continue to fund defined-benefit plan liabilities. While

defined-benefit plans already set forth assumptions as to returns, those plan assumptions are for

different purposes and should not be used for this calculation without additional scrutiny.
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